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Gemara:  
● The Gemara states that truffles and mushrooms require a Shehakol (and not Ha’adama) since they don’t 

receive their sustenance from the ground (despite the fact that they “grow” from the ground.) 
● The Gemara discusses novlos, for which the Mishna said we make a Shehakol and which R Yehuda appears to 

state (in that Mishna) that we don’t make a bracha at all since they are a min klalah (i.e. result from a curse). 
o There is a machlokes between R Zeira and R Ilai regarding the definition of novlos. One believes they 

are sun-scorched dates. The other says they are dates that fell from the tree on account of the wind. 
o The definition of “wind-blown dates” doesn’t align with R Yehuda’s view. Why would “wind-blown 

dates” represent a curse, and therefore not require a bracha?  
▪ The Gemara answers that R Yehuda’s statement of min klalah was referring to the other 

items listed in the Mishna (i.e. locusts and vinegar) and not novlos. 
o The Gemara also presents this discussion from an alternate perspective. Namely, if novlos are 

wind-blown dates, why would you make a Shehakol? You should make a Ha’etz?  
▪ The Gemara answers that all agree novlos stam are indeed, sun-scorched dates. The R 

Zeira/R Ilai machlokes is by novlos temara, which are listed among other fruits that possess a 
leniency when it comes to demai (and ultimately don’t need to have maaser taken.)  

● The Gemara states, if a person has multiple food items in front of them, which do they make a bracha on first? 
o R Yehuda - make on any item that is of the 7 minim. Rabanan - choose whichever you wish (chaviv) 

▪ Ulah says this machlokes is only when all the food items are the same bracha. But if they are 
different brachos everyone would agree that you need to make a bracha on both food items. 

o To this point, the Gemara presents a challenge from a baraisa where an individual has a radish and 
olive in front of him, he can make a bracha on the radish, exempting him from making a bracha on 
the olive. The Gemara answers that in this instance, the radish is the ikkur and the olive is tafel since 
it’s purely intended to dull the sharpness of the radish. Therefore, only one bracha is required. 

▪ This challenges R Yehuda who said you need to make a bracha on a min shivah first (i.e. 
olive) but also indicates in a baraisa that you make on the ikkur first (i.e. the radish.)  

▪ We answer that the baraisa was missing words and in actuality, the machlokes between R 
Yehuda and the Rabbanan is only when both food items have the same bracha.  

o R Ami and R Yitzchak Nafcha: One says that the machlokes (i.e. 7 minim or “preference”) is when the 
brachos are the same. The other says the machlokes applies even when the brachos are different. Per 
R Yirmiya, when the brachos are different, the debate is regarding which bracha precedes the other. 

▪ R Yosef (R Yitzchak) says the source for determining priority of brachos is a pasuk which lists 
the 7 minim in a specific order. Though, R Chanan uses this pasuk to indicate shiurim related 
to each of the 7 minim, R Yosef (R Yitzchak) doesn’t see this as a challenge as he views the 
pasuk as an asmachta for shiurim (and still a source for the prioritization of brachos.) 

● Continuing the topic of which food item comes first, R Chisdah and R Hamnunah were brought dates and 
pomegranates during a meal in which they had already made Hamotzi. R Hamnunah made a bracha on a date. 
R Chisdah challenged him, since pomegranate appears first in the aforementioned pasuk. R Hamnunah replied 
that the critical element(s) of the pasuk are the two uses of the word Aretz. Since date appears closer to an 
Aretz (2 words away) than pomegranate (5 words away), one should make a bracha on dates first. 

● If one receives figs & grapes during a meal, R Huna and R Nachman say to make a bracha before, not after. R 
Sheshes says you need both, as anything that has a bracha before has one after, except for pas habah b’kisnin. 

 
Halacha:  
• Novlos are sun-scorched dates which as a result of the damage, lose their date status (and require a Shehakol) 
• Shulchan Aruch – If you have multiple fruits, start with any that are of the 7 minim. If not an option, choose 

whichever is chaviv. According to the S’’A, chaviv refers to your historical preference. The Rambam 
understands chaviv as what is preferred now. If you have multiple items with different brachos in front of you, 
the S’’A says the ordering of brachos is your choice. However, the general rule we follow is, “the more specific 
bracha comes first” (i.e. Shehakol=broad; Mezonos= more specific.)  

 


